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REPLY ARGUMENT TO RESPONDENTS’ BRIEF
This case involves the ownership of the corporate stock in Treasure Valley Manufacturing

and Recycling C0, Inc (“TVM”), a Corporation

that Defendant-Appellant, Daniel P. Weitz,

(Daniel) formed in 1987, anticipating that his Father, Philip L. Weitz (Philip), (See

attached hereto and

by

this reference incorporated),

and

their Father’s close friend, Joe

(Joe)

Who

entity

would remain owned exclusively by Daniel and his two

together

came

in t0 operate Daniel’s

Appendix “A”,

newly formed

Zuccarho,

start-up salvage business,

brothers,

John

W. Weitz

Which

(John) and

David M. Weitz (David).
Daniel,

by Weitz Family agreement under the

Weitz Family Patriarch, remained committed

direction 0f their Father, Philip L. Weitz, the

to the operational

Inc. (IFI), the family’s agricultural business ventures

ofpotatoes for Jack Simplot companies. Daniel

management 0f Idaho Farmway,

Where the Weitz Family raised large acreages

made that his main family commitment,

as well as

operating his other independent business ventures, committed to the Weitz Family needs and
available to assist their Father as needed With the development and growth of TVM, providing the

ﬁnancial sources generated by IFI t0 fund the needs 0f TVM, as well as continuing funding and
assistance

Steel,

from Daniel’s other active ventures

in prior years, including Sprinkler Irrigation, Irisco

Ace Manufacturing, and other entities, both during their active

closure, as neither brother,

operations and following any

John or David, had any available funding sources 0f

their

own

t0

provide the needed ﬁnancial assistance required t0 service the ﬁnancial needs of TVM.

The question

raised in this appeal

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

is

whether there

exists

genuine issues 0f material fact
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and creator 0f the corporate

that this founder

entity, Daniel,

who

not only formed the entity and

issued the only shares 0f stock t0 themselves, as reﬂected in the only three stock certiﬁcates ever
issued, but also provided all

Family Idaho Farmway, Inc
interest in

needed funding for
(IFI)

TVM from his other ventures and from the Weitz

bank account, ever surrendered, assigned, or transferred his stock

TVM to David 0r anyone else.

IFI

was

the family backbone, being the family corporation that Daniel and his

were always part 0f and they did become the

sole

owners 0f IFI upon the completion of the

process by their Father in 2005. Not only did IFI provide the needed funding for

Daniel who contributed funding from his

two brothers

TVM,

it

gifting

was

also

own businesses, and upon the closing 0f some 0f Daniel’s

venture interests, he transferred over $750,000.00 worth 0f equipment and materials from his other

entities into

TVM in 2001.

At no time did Daniel ever transfer,
interest in

TVM,

Daniel’s behalf.

way

or ever grant any

The genuine

surrender, 0r assign t0 anyone his 1/3“ stock ownership

power 0f attorney

to

anyone

has David demonstrated the issued interest Daniel has in

has invested

many hundreds of

There has been no redemption 0f Daniel’s stock

would have been no reason

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

TVM has
interest in

upon What manner or

somehow come

TVM,

into the

such that Daniel,

thousands of dollars derived from his business and IFI

ﬁnancial interests, n0 longer holds the life-long ownership in

event, that

conduct such an act upon

issue of material fact remains to be revealed

hands of David, or in What manner has David acquired Daniel’s

Who

to

for

David

TVM that he formed and funded?

interest,

and had there ever been such an

t0 then seek to acquire

both of his brothers’

PA GE -
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interests in

TVM in 2015,

addressed in detail in the Opening Brief and argued further hereafter.

There are no redemption documents, n0 transfer documents, no assignment of Daniel’s certiﬁcate

of stock and n0 agreement that Daniel ever agreed to assign, transfer 0r surrender his long held

and ﬁnancially protected stock
to

TVM to anyone, much less t0 David, Who had n0 money

interest in

purchase their interest other than t0 invade the

death 0f their Father.
t0 acquire

No

TVM account, that he could never due until the

such an event has ever taken place; thus, the reason for David’s attempt

both brothers’ interests in 2015 (arguably using the cash assets 0f their Father he

concealed in the estate) t0 but their stock with his offer t0 pay t0 each $30,969.90 for their interest
in

TVM.
Each 0f the

as being the only

both

TVM,

three brothers, Daniel, David, and John, have retained their interest in

Weitz family stockholders

in

both family

entities,

each holding a

1/3rd interest in

TVM and IFI, exclusive 0f any other individual’s interest, until John conveyed his interest in

TVM

0n July 21, 2019

for the

sum of $2.1

million ($2,100,000.00), the fact 0f Which has been

revealed within the documents the Givens-Pursely

ﬁrm

submitted for their attorney fee request,

identiﬁed in this appellate record (C1. R. p. 1341, middle of ﬁrst entry).

At n0 time While Philip was
wanted

to

alive

was there ever any expression that anyone 0f the brothers

break rank and take over ownership of either of these two family held

their Father died

0n March 24, 2013,

it

came

decided (because 0f the accrued net equity in
as

management and

control,

t0

be revealed in August, 2015,

entities.

that

After

David had

TVM) that he wanted to take over ownership, as well

of TVM, claiming he had been there continuously since transferring

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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from IFI and helped run
and

it

since 1995, and he

to undertake that obj ective,

to the

two brothers

wanted

t0

own

it,

to the exclusion

0f his brothers,

he made reference to his desire in the Summary Report presented

in 2015, identiﬁed within a

segment of the August 25, 2015 Summary Report,

wherein David was proposing t0 purchase Daniel’s and John’s stockholder interest in

sum 0f $30,969.90 paid

to each.

At

that time, David’s long-term friend,

had never was mentioned, but now Tavares
proposal. Tavares had n0

after

had always remained an employee 0f TVM

as he

he came t0 work there in 1995.

when

since,

David and Tavares had worked With Daniel

IFI lost the potato contracts with Simplot, IFI’S operations changed,

transferred their

employment

at IFI t0

TVM, where David and

both working under the direction 0f Philip,

be more involved in the management 0f

both

John Tavares (Tavares)

for the ﬁrst time brought into the equation in David’s

known interest in TVM,

In 1995, and for years prior,

to

is

TVM for the

who

TVM

in

The idea 0f Tavares having an
in 2015,

litigation,

from cancer and David began

ever Christmas evening dinner, and there

else being a stockholder or director

interest in

TVM ever

2009 and forward. The annual meetings of

of TVM.

TVM stock ﬁrst appeared With David’s proposal

and Tavares was thereafter included within the

2018, and within that

and Tavares and David

Tavares remained With

later suffered

TVM and IFI continued at the Father’s residence

was never any mention 0f Tavares 0r anyone

in IFI, but in 1995,

litigation

David commenced

David claimed he own the 75 shares 0f the issued

in October,

TVM

stock

(being the only shares ever issued, and identiﬁed in the three certiﬁcates 0f stock Daniel issued

following the formation of TVM. Tavares was then claiming t0 be the owner 0f the remaining 25

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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shares of

TVM’S

owning What before was the retained treasury stock

capital stock, purportedly

held in the corporation. That treasury stock had never before been authorized With any knowledge

of Daniel or John, each being a
there

any resolution or decision

director, along

With David, in both IFI and

and never was

25 shares of treasury stock t0 anyone, as there had

to transfer the

TVM in its ﬁnancial matters.

never been any need for an investor to assist

TVM,

proposal in 2015, he produced a copy his certiﬁcate, No.

3,

Of interest,

in David’s

and two additional copies of newly

ﬁlled out certiﬁcates, Nos. 5 and 6, being the certiﬁcates David wanted signed by Daniel and John,
transferring their interests to

David

in

been revealed Where Certiﬁcate No. 4

David began

t0 ﬁll out

as

is,

and made some

about these revelations in 2015

David

No.

made an admission

is

that

it

5,

but

and the 25 shares
it

Tavares in N0.

6. It

has never

has been surmised that No. 4 was the attempt that

error, so

he then used Nos 5 and

conﬁrmed n0 other

t0 that fact

to

certiﬁcates

6.

What

is

had ever been

signiﬁcant

issued,

and

by what he has taken from the corporate book and

presented copies t0 the brothers in 2015, so this court

knows

there

was never any stock issued

in

TVM beyond the three certiﬁcates Daniel issued following the formation of TVM.
TVM,
When

it

as a

Weitz Family

entity,

never had more that 100 shares 0f capital stock issued

was formed, and Daniel issued 75

shares, with the remaining

shares, With each of the three brothers receiving

25

25 shares held solely as treasury stock, just in case an investor was

needed, and wanted t0 invest in the salvage business.

TVM
brothers,

has always been regarded as the Weitz Family entity,

from the moment

it

was formed by Daniel
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owned only by

in 1987, through each

the three

of the annual meetings
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at the Father’s residence,

died 0n

March

held 0n each Christmas day dinner, without exception, until the Father

24, 2013, following his death the three

Father’s residence on

Weitz brother’s met the next day

at their

March 25, 2013, during which meeting and purpose was t0 conﬁrm the

safety

and security 0f the extensive assets and the many records and corporate ﬁles held there for safe
keeping and maintained by the Father in his residence. During that meeting, the three brothers
discussed the manner in Which the three brothers would carry on the Weitz Family businesses.

Tavares was not there, as he was not involved as an owner 0f either Weitz Family

During

and

that

meeting the three brothers re-afﬁrmed their continuing directorship in both IFI

TVM, preserving the

arrangement they had always maintained, being the same three directors

they had always been, as the only three stockholders there had ever been in

conﬁrmed

that Daniel

would continue

continue with his assumed

That

is

t0

management

manage

role in

IFI as the President,

TVM,

TVM

and

that

and

IFI,

this

in August, 2015, as the relationship

Father’s Patriarchal domination,

becoming apparent

to Daniel

was

in a state

and he would serve as the president.

continuing arrangement until

between the brothers,

it

was

was revealed

in the absence

of their

0f decline and deterioration, with what was

and John with David’s appropriation and concealment of the liquid

assets (cash, gold, silver, family heirlooms

and other assets 0f

and

David would

the historic background 0f these entities and the brothers’ ownership, and there

never any consternation or confrontation about

and presented

entity.

their Father,

submitted by David in the 2015

and collectables before maintained

none 0f Which were being disclosed

in the

in the residence)

Summary Report

Summary Report.

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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In 2015, while

their Father’s Estate,

assets, in control

it

David was acting

in the ﬁduciary capacity as the personal representative

had become apparent

that

David took the opportunity

to control the estate

0f any settlement and distribution, and with that control, David formulated the

idea t0 propose t0 acquire Daniel’s and John’s interest in

the

0f

TVM,

proposing t0 pay to each 0f them

sum 0f $30,969.90, using a ﬁgure he developed from What he described t0 be the “equity value”

0f TVM in 1995, as he claimed

it

then existed back in 1995, coincidently being the same year that

David came from IFI t0 work with their Father,

worked with
It

was

each held a
that

Philip and Joe in

TVM since

clearly represented

1/3rd interest in the

and recognized,

Weitz Family

had the stock book, having removed
residence, and produced copies 0f

in,

in August, 2015, that

entities, IFI

interests in

and

treasury stock.

two

was these brothers

and only then was

it

that

revealed

0f the ﬁles, records, and documents from their Father’s

two new, unissued

combined 50 shares

certiﬁcates,

t0

removed from

the stock

was to have Daniel and John

book

sign them,

David, and then giving Tavares the 25 shares 0f

None of these certiﬁcates were ever produced in the discovery requests propounded

to the Plaintiffs-Respondents

removed from

TVM,

it

TVM, and it was then revealed that David

Certiﬁcates Nos. 5 and 6, the intent for which

transferring the brothers’

additional

all

and brother John, as John had faithfully

1987.

David wanted t0 acquire their respective

and ﬁlled

Philip, Joe,

the stock

that

by Defendants,

book were

David present

stock certiﬁcates relating t0

t0

TVM.

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

as that

would conﬁrm

the initial three,

that the only stock certiﬁcates

removed by Daniel and ﬁlled

out,

and the

be signed by Daniel and John, conﬁrming the history 0f the

That revelation would serve to refute Plaintiffs’-Respondents’
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claim they held the stock ownership, 0f Daniel and John’s stock

and Tavares never got What he wanted from these brothers
favorable inference that David wanted two

meaning the stock ownership remained

as

it

new

stock.

fact well

recognized and understood by David, then

sum 0f $30,969.90

1/3rd interest

if you already

knew

own it!

they

Clearly,

TVM in 2015, and if that was not a
Why would David be

to acquire their respective 1/3

You

ownership in

TVM if Daniel

interest,

and he knew

proposal would never been made. Not only does

interests, or the

an acknowledgement by David 0f Daniel and John’s stock ownership, but

represents an admission against interest in regard to David’s false claim that he

interests, as clearly

attempting t0

don’t offer t0 purchase something from someone

David did not own Daniel’s and John’s stock

owned their own

that event constitute

each in

TVM in 2015? Why would David be offering t0 purchase

and John did not own the shares 0f stock?

they

certiﬁcates issued, and the brothers refused,

and John did not own a

their interest for the

transfer,

20 1 5. This event presents yet another

If Daniel

acquire each 0f his brother’s interest in

was n0

was, Daniel, John and David having 25 shares each,

and the remaining 25 shares remained as treasury

known

in

interest, as there

he did not

in Plaintiffs’ pleadings

own their interests

as asserted

by

owned their

it

stock

the deceptive allegations asserted

ﬁled in October, 2018, conﬁrmed t0 be bad faith assertions When David

then engages in acquiring John’s 1/3rd interest in

TVM for $2.1 million (see C1. R. p.

1341, middle

0f ﬁrst entry) in order t0 gain control of TVM.

The

fact

you don’t propose

inference that David did not

t0

buy something

own Daniel’s

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

that

you claim to already own

is

a signiﬁcant

0r John’s stock interest in 2015, and clearly did not
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John’s interest in 2015

when he

acquiring that interest in 2019 for $2.1 million, as David

is

ﬁnally so desperate to acquire control of

TVM,

starting in

was

TVM that he purchased John 25 shares (1/3rd interest) in

December, 2018, and upon

his ﬁnal terms

concluded on July 21, 2019, for $2.1

million ($2,100,000.00) (see C1. R. p. 1341, middle 0f ﬁrst entry).

David was
immediately

after

familiar with the

secretly pursuing

some form of

Defendants’ responsive pleadings were ﬁled by counsel,

Weitz Family ownership

interests,

buy John’s stock

Who was

inﬁnitely

having represented Weitz interests for over

saw

the need t0 approach John, in their clandestine

interest, despite the fact

John was represented by counsel, as John was

three decades. David, along With his attorney,

effort t0

acquisition 0f John’s stock interest, starting

knew John needed

ﬁnancially destitute, and David

a settlement, and rather than engaging in

discussions with John’s counsel, David and his attorney elected t0 disregard any ethical restraint

and make

direct contact With John,

paying $25,000.00 in December 2018, and $15,000,00 in

March, 2019, and a ﬁnal payment under

their

terms 0n July 21, 2019.

David has refused to resolve the brothers’
distribution 0f assets,

estate interests,

knowing that would impair John’s ﬁnancial

employment outside 0f the family

activities,

and refused to engage any further
status, as

he had n0 other gainful

and John could not Withstand prolonged Withholding

of the assets otherwise available in a distribution.

Such conduct

deﬁned

t0

be

in

making

client interference,

direct contact,

and

that

and going around a

began shortly

client’s attorney is succinctly

after the responsive pleadings

were ﬁled,

with the ﬁrst contact occurring in December, 2018, with David agreeing to pay $2.1 million, and

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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paying John $25,000.00 as a “down payment 0n a settlement well knowing from the responsive
pleadings John and Daniel had retained the services 0f the attorney most familiar With the

ownership

interests

of the Weitz family members.

David and Michael Roe were desperately
to purchase his

in

need

t0 secretly

engage discussions with John,

stock interest, knowing his ﬁnancial situation, and

we

see this collusive

involvement has been even reﬂected in Mr. Roe’s billing statement, conﬁrming the ﬁrms

knowledge and participation

in that clandestine process, reﬂected Within various areas throughout

the billing statements contained Within this record, starting

0n the

legal billing entries (C1. R. p.

1290, ﬁrst two entries), with the culmination of the fruits 0f the interference 0n July 21, 2019 (C1.

R. p. 1341), notwithstanding counsel’s awareness Defendants were both represented by the
attorney inﬁnitely familiar With the Weitz family entity ownership interests,

represented Weitz Family interests and various corporate entities in
decades. Daniel

matters for over three

would express his concern that David saw the need t0 “divide and conquer”, using

John vulnerable ﬁnancial situation
entries) that serve t0

to

begin the secret negotiations (See C1. R.

conﬁrm when the

claimed to own, and were desperately in need t0

be accomplished one

way or the

1290, ﬁrst two

p.

interference began, a clear ethical Violation,

should reﬂect yet another favorable inference that Plaintiffs did not

to

many

knowing counsel had

at least

own

which

in itself

the stock interests they

gain control 0f TVM, with John’s interest,

other.

This client interference should be 0f importance t0 the issue that a favorable inference 0f a
lack of good faith exists in this litigation; a false claim to stock ownership, a Violation ofthe ethical

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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duty regarding representation 0f a party, and the voracious need to gain control 0f TVM, knowing
their pleading allegations

to Daniel, not to

later

false

and fraudulent. These factors constitute favorable inferences

mention a potential Violation of Rule 4.2 0f the Professional Code of Ethics.

became revealed

payment 0n a

were

by David’s

attorney,

secretly undertaken With David’s initial

payment

that through this clandestine interference, orchestrated

side-deal purchase With John

was

It

0f $25,000.00 t0 John in December, 2018, With another surreptitious payment 0f $15,000.00 paid
in

March, 2019, and ﬁnally revealed by John to Daniel in a conversation, and then t0

their counsel,

only because John had become disillusioned by David’s deception in ﬁnalizing their undisclosed
arrangement. Thus, the

letter t0 Plaintiffs’

counsel 0n April

8,

2019, identiﬁed in the Opening

Brief.

As the record reﬂects,
(C1. R. p.

the remaining $2.1 million

1341 middle 0f ﬁrst entry), the event

would not be causing

the

payment was concluded 0n July 2 1 2019

itself is

payment 0f millions of dollars

,

only incontrovertibly clear that David
to

John for something David had been

claiming he already owned, and that establishes yet another favorable inference that both Daniel

and John’s

interest continued t0 exist in

stock interest in

TVM

TVM

all

periods after 2015, until John surrendered his

0n July 21, 2019, conﬁrming the application 0f yet another favorable

inference that Daniel retained his interest, unwilling to surrender his interest, whether

it

be for

$30,969.90 offered to him by the proposed acquisition from David in August, 2015, a proposal
that clearly

“smacked 0f a touch 0f

acquisition as conditioned

upon any

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

extortion”,

When David

unsuccessfully proposed the

further settlement of the Estate, as presented

by David
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to

Daniel that the transfer 0f his interest in

and distribution of the

By

TVM was a condition precedent t0 the eventual settlement

assets remaining in their Father’s Estate.

2015, the brothers were already experiencing concern with David’s conduct with the

estate assets,

and the inventory 0f

assets that existed at the date

20 1 3 were nowhere t0 be identiﬁed in the Summary Report,
the

two and a half years

after their Father’s death,

0f death of Philip on March 24,

had been shrinking during

as the assets

and many known assets existing 0n March 25,

20 1 3, were then undisclosed in the August 25, 20 1 5 Summary Report, creating concern that

further

delay in a distribution would likely result in fewer of their Father’s assets would remain, and seeing

what had already been undisclosed,
interest in

TVM,

and

now David

because of Which the decision was

attempting to eliminate their

made

t0 seek the

ownership

removal of David as the

personal representative 0f the estate.

Thusly, not only did Daniel and John decline t0 accept David’s proposal t0 acquire their
respective interests in

TVM in 2015, they concluded

it

was necessary

to seek

removal of David as

the personal representative of the estate because 0f the missing assets that each of

extensive knowledge as t0 their existence,

conﬁrmed by

the

Summary Report no

them had

longer identiﬁed

and instead excluded their existence by What was being represented Within the inventory identiﬁed
in the

Summary

Report, as not contained within the August 25, 2015

Summary Report

that

was

submitted to the brothers.
Clearly, a genuine issue 0f material fact existed that Daniel

stockholder interest in

TVM in 2015,

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

or David

and John owned

would not have proposed

their 1/3rd

t0 acquire their shared
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interests.

Their interests

would not be receiving

still

existed in

2018 and 2019, when the

suit

was ﬁled

$2.1 million for something he did not own.

Those

favorable inference that would require denial ofRespondents’ motion for

had David not purchased John’s 1/3“
a failed attempt at acquisition

is

interest in

summary judgment, even
million, as even

an admission 0f the ownership the brothers held.

the surrender 0f John’ s stock interest in

TVM,

an

is

now

interest that

pattern, as

David was claiming
Plaintiffs’

in his complaint

grave falsehoods,

David did not own John’s 25 shares

of stock when he ﬁled his ﬁctitious claim to ownership in October, 2018, and did not
25 share

own

interest in

TVM,

and those factors

raise favorable inference that

John’s stock interest as claimed, but that he never

When you

paying John $2.1 million t0 secure

ﬁled in October, 2018 that he purportedly owned, that demonstrates

had been David’s deceptive

John

factors alone are a

TVM on July 21, 2019 for $2.1

include that genuine issue 0f material fact that David

characteristic 0f what

as otherwise

owned

own Daniel’s

David not only did not

Daniel’s stock interest as he

was

claiming, and there has been n0 evidence presented in this record that Daniel ever transferred,
assigned, conveyed surrendered or permitted a redemption 0f his shares of stock reﬂected in his
certiﬁcate of

stock

book

TVM stock ownership to anyone, a certiﬁcate last seen and retained in the corporate

last

seen by Daniel in their Father’s residence 0n

March

25, 2013.

Daniel not only would not surrender his interest for the $30,969.90

would have no

interest in receiving anything less than the true equity value the

represented, as the net equity of

and 2016 tax

initially offered,

returns,

ﬁled by

TVM well

TVM,
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but

ownership interest

exceeded $16,000,000.00, as conﬁrmed in the 2015

and Daniel would not accept

less that the value his interest
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represented, unwilling t0 engage either a sale to

to

TVM,

as Daniel

David or a redemption 0f his stock

had invested huge sums of money With

disbursements from IFI over the

many

interest

his ﬁnancial share reﬂected

years of the earlier years of

TVM’S

back

by the

ﬁnancial needs and

development, and invested additional investments, including the $750,000.00 after Daniel closed
out certain other venture interests and transferred substantial equipment and materials t0 the beneﬁt

and use

t0

be derived by

removed and has

TVM,

all

0f which would be reﬂected in the corporate records that David

since conﬁscated and concealed

from

his brothers, along with the

0f the corporate records and stock book that contained the issued Certiﬁcate Nos.
to Daniel

and John,

propounded

even refusing

and

2, issued

produce those documents in the discovery requests

to the Plaintiffs.

The continuing

act

0f

this

favorable inference t0 preclude any

to

t0

1

concealment

concealment 0f those two certiﬁcates presents yet another

summary judgment,

as the only revelation 0f the certiﬁcates,

any extent certiﬁcates were ever revealed, have been those copies of Certiﬁcate No.

3, 5

and

6,

provided to the court by Daniel, revealing What was included in the presentation within the 2015

Summary Report,

consisting 0f David’s Certiﬁcate N0. 3, and the proposed Certiﬁcate Nos. 5 and

6 that David wanted Daniel and John to endorse, Which they each declined t0 sign.

This court should well appreciate that

TVM,
upon

if

David already owned

he would not be proposing to acquire their

the fact there

interest in

TVM,

is

interests in

his brother’s interests in

2015? That evidence alone reﬂects

a genuine issue 0f material fact exists that Daniel and John had their 1/3rd

or David

would not have approached them

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

to acquire their interest, a fact
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conﬁrmed by

the

Summary Report

that sought t0 acquire those interests

upon the payment of

$30,969.90 to each 0f them from David.

What

these brothers also realized in 2015, as expressed

by Daniel, was

that

even

if

they

surrendered their interest for any amount, David would be paying them With the cash, gold and
silver assets

David had taken from the residence and concealed, 0r pay them With

TVM,

interest

accrued in

income

in their Father’s

as

had then been well conﬁrmed

it

PC&S,

Inc. corporate account,

assets, as the inventory failed t0 identify Within the

failed to include

any reference

that

TVM

many

estate

and had thus

far

concealed

August 25, 2015 Summary Report. David had

t0 the assets in the residence that included over a million in cash,

yet those assets were

conﬁrmed

Father’s residence 0n

March

how t0

own equity

David had been hiding

over a million in gold, and 8500 troy ounces of silver, none ofwhich made

decided

their

t0

its

way t0 the inventory,

be found and located Where they were being stored

25, 2013

when

the brothers

proceed forward With the family

entities,

met and conducted

their

meeting and

following the death of their Father. This

very pattern of deception should constitute a favorable inference that contributes to the
reasons

why summary
It

in the

many

disposition cannot be granted t0 the Plaintiffs-Respondents

remains a genuine issue 0f material fact that the recognition and admission by David in

his proposal contained in the

2015 Summary Report to acquire Daniel’s and John’s respective

1/3rd

ownership interest in the issued stock of TVM precludes any meritorious claim David and Tavares

owned

all

stock interests,

when

in

2015 they were seeking

t0 acquire the stock interests. as there

otherwise exists no reason for David t0 be soliciting from each 0f them his desire t0 acquire their

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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respective 1/3“ interest in

TVM. That indisputable fact is identiﬁed and reﬂected within the written

instrument submitted Within the

Summary

Report, which has not been disputed 0r contested,

representing at the very least an admission against interest as t0 both David’s and Tavares’ claims
to ownership, as

it

was

clear the three brothers alone held their respective stock interest in

in 2015, 0r the pursuit t0 acquire their interest

and create Tavares’

interest

TVM

would not have

occurred.

The only authorized

certiﬁcates issued after formation 0f the corporation

the three certiﬁcates 0f stock that

with Certiﬁcate No.
3 issued t0

1

were issued by Daniel, one

ﬁles, records,

it

in

each brother for 25 shares each,

issued t0 Daniel, Certiﬁcate N0. 2 issued to John Weitz, and Certiﬁcate No.

David M. Weitz, with each certiﬁcate placed back

keeping, where

t0

was reﬂected

was then always stored

in the corporate stock

at the Father’s residence, until

book

David removed

for safe

all

0f the

and documents from the Father’s residence, following the March 25, 2013 meeting

of the three brothers

at the residence,

being the same occasion

When

the three brothers

conﬁrmed

the presence and safety of the cash, gold, silver and other family collectables Within the residence.

Despite the fabrications of David in the years following the death of their Father in 2013,
the stock ownership and certiﬁcate issuance never changed, until July 21, 2019,

received $2.1 million for his 1/3rd interest in

redemption by
the estate,

of TVM,

TVM,

Which
if

is

as otherwise

an issue he

TVM,

David would have

may yet be required t0

purchased by David, but
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if actually

When John

understood as being processed as a stock
to

have used the assets he concealed out of

explain. That acquisition gave

David control

a redemption, then David and Daniel have equal
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shares in

TVM, the elimination 0f John’s interest was thought t0 remove the uncertain consequence

0f the summary proceedings,

now

a matter 0n appeal before this court.

The numerous statement made by Respondent’s counsel,
Responsive Brief, are among What will remain t0 be the disputed
this controversy,

as identiﬁed throughout their

facts that

have been advanced in

summarized by the salacious statement by Respondents’ attorney

that “This

appeal involves an attempt by Appellant Daniel P. Weitz... t0 effectively steal an ownership

a company. .. .(emphasis added). That statement, typical for a statement from Mr. Roe,

interest in

might better serve
to

t0

be perceived as a reﬂection 0f Respondents’ behavior, What has been deﬁned

be a process 0f “projection”, as being a statement made by one to another, when

reﬂection 0f their

David was

own

acts

and misbehavior. Yes, both brothers genuinely believed

that

TVM

was formed by Daniel, and

brothers’ ownership interests through IFI, the

Weitz Family

owned by

gifting

the three brothers, as the Father

that the three brothers

thereafter

in

owned

all

was

them

the stock interest in IFI

entity that

in

2015

is

a

that

they were both

owned by

entirely

came

remembered
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be

for years

IFI over the years and invested

the three brothers, and they each beneﬁtted

each beneﬁt in the following years With the growth 0f both IFI and
also be

to exclusively

by 2005, and from 1987 and

from the investment, continuing development with Philip’s and Joe’s dedicated

must

funded by the

the stock interest he held in IFI, such

many hundreds 0f thousands of dollars were taken from

TVM—Why—because

It

ﬁttingly

stealing.

must be remembered

It

it

efforts,

and would

TVM.

that Daniel transferred in excess

0f $750,000.00 of materials
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and equipment

why would

into

TVM from the closure 0f some 0f Daniel’s own business entities in 2001, so

Daniel agree, after investing

he was a

1/3rd

owner 0f

that other entity, just as

many hundreds 0f thousands 0f dollars from one

owner, so as to ﬁnance and build another operation,

materials and equipment

when he

he had created

it?

Why

if

entity

he were not also the 1/3“

would Daniel take $750,000.00 of

closed his other business ventures and place those assets With

TVM in 2001, if TVM were not also one 0f his ownership interests? These are genuine issues 0f
material fact that simply defy any entry of a
that cannot

summary

disposition,

be explained away.

Another fascinating statement made by Respondents

[TVM] from
years”. That

the ground

is

it

who

built

it,

when you review

and by Whose

equipment shop of IFI

entire

until 1995,

in

TVM,

retired

came

and Philip experienced

t0 require his

TVM was

at IFI,

When he

involvement in the ofﬁce

activities

TVM was

able to be allowed

left

IFI and

TVM,

transferred

went

t0

IFI,

work with

When

Philip,

TVM until after Joe

and David then came

and access

from

they again both worked in

never engaged in the management of

his cancer complications,

it

25

background involved in agricultural

and While David and Tavares were With

equipment shop, just as they had

for the past

who and how

and knowledge was

they lost the potato contracts, and David and Tavares then

and John

that Plaintiffs claim they “built

the history as t0

efforts

grow? David was a metal fabricator, had his

fabrication, relegated to the

Joe,

is

up and have exclusively owned and operated [TVM]

a very rich statement

formed, ﬁnanced, and

and made

and are favorable inferences

t0 the

into that role that

TVM funds after 2009.

developed and made successful only through the dedication of Joe Zuccarho,

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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and

their Father’s

make

commitment

t0 the business, as Philip

and Joe Zuccarho were the committed

the salvage operation a success, and Joe’s inﬂuence and past experience

force behind the success, nothing

David or Tavares were able

to

0f David and Tavares in the shop in 1995,

after they

the guiding

d0 from the shop. IFI was the

funding source, and Philip and Joe were assisted by John Weitz from
business in 1987 John assistance from other employees, which

was

t0

came

When Daniel formed

t0 include the

came over from

the

involvement

IFI to join Philip

and Joe

Zuccarho, and fabricate the equipment repair and needs in the shop.

David and Tavares
were shop metal

built nothing in regard t0 the building

fabricators,

and

their claim to

building and repairing equipment for IFI, and

in the

fame

is

that they

and growth 0f the business; they

had worked together

when they came over to

in the

shop

TVM in 1995, they worked

TVM shop continuing 0n with what they were good at, repairing and maintaining the salvage

and scrapyard equipment.

The company was
of Joe Zuccarho,
in California,

“built

from the ground up” by the exceptional knowledge and experience

Who had dedicated his life to the

and

salvage industry With the salvage yard operatives

his willingness to teach Philip, his very close friend,

on how

t0

manage and

operate a salvage business that neither Daniel, John, nor David had any experience, but John

wanted to learn the business, and he when
Philip’s close relationship with Joe,

to

TVM With Philip and Joe in

and Joe’s desire

t0 help the

1987.

TVM

David was then interested in, but David has come

to see the earning capabilities

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

was because of

Weitz Family get involved

salvage business, that promoted Daniel t0 form

for the

It

in the

Family in 1987, nothing then

that

of such a business,
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operated as Joe instructed, and David

now wants

trying t0 stealfrom him, but rather Daniel

David wants

already has.

When but

trying t0 keep

It is

entities,

now engage

Davidfrom

more than he

in

stealing any

own, but that was not the

way

any 0f that process

now

until

would not

remove

all

it

was

exist.

he came to work there in 1995.

chosen t0 take his fabrication

skills t0

It

a

in the art of “fabricating” the history of this family ownership in these

and unfortunately Daniel and John entrusted David to secure the records and assets

Father’s residence

t0

that Daniel is

both distasteful and an insult for David t0 claim he built

has become unfortunately apparent that David has

level,

own, but not something

for Joe, their family salvage business in Idaho

David had no involvement

new

for his

to inherit the business as his

formed, operated 0r t0 be concluded.
the business,

is

it

0n March 25, 2013, but instead, David saw that as an opportunity

in their

t0 enable

him

0f the assets and family records and ﬁles that had been maintained in the Father’s

residence, and then chose t0 conceal, forge and otherwise alter several corporate records to achieve

his obj ectives t0 appropriate not only the estate assets for himself, but t0 alter the family

in

TVM,

brothers

ownership

seeking to acquire that family interest for himself, once he became confronted With two

who shunned

each $30,969.90,

his proposal t0 “steal” their corporate interest in

When their respective

interest

was worth well

in excess

TVM upon paying them
0f $5 million each.

Fortunately for Daniel and John, despite What David has done with (and to) the corporate
records that have

their issues

that

0f

now been

credibility,

in David’s exclusive control,

and despite the animosity by others and

having n0 place in the process 0f ruling upon a summary proceeding,

whatever attempts David has made to fabricate and
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alter the

TVM ﬁles and interests

within
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his sole possession,

the

he remains plagued by the very document he caused to be presented within

August 25, 2015 Summary Report, the document

John’s

ownership in

TVM,

admission of Daniel and

that contains his

from which the brothers voiced

their rejection

0f his proposal and

undertook their attempt t0 cause David’s removal as the personal representative 0f the Father’s
estate, the effect

of Which deepened the animosity, from Which

the estate remained unresolved (t0 this day), yet

t0

engage in

client interference

we

see

this litigation

David and

and secure what they anticipate

t0

paying John $2.1 million t0 caused John t0 surrender his interest in

was then

initiated,

his attorney concerned

enough

be control 0f TVM, by ﬁnally

TVM,

just before the

summary

proceedings were presented t0 the court, as he could never acquire either brothers’ interest for the

$30,969,90 he before sought t0 propose.

When John agreed t0

surrender his 1/3rd (25 shares) t0 David, ﬁnally concluded 0n July 2 1

2019, to release his interest for the remaining payment 0f $2.1 million (R.

p.

,

625, Par. 23; 632;

633, Par. 34; C1. R. p. 1341, middle 0f ﬁrst entry), that gave David the control he believed he

needed

to isolate Daniel

decide t0 rule on the
the

from the corporate

activities, regardless

how

the lower court

may

later

summary proceedings. Following that payment, which supposedly came from

TVM account, Which could mean TVM was actually “redeeming” the stock, using John’s own

equity interest to redeem his stock interest, at no expense to David, that enabled a stipulation to be
drafted and secure John’s endorsement

TVM, leaving Daniel t0 protect his
t0 cooperate

0n an afﬁdavit,

as the concluding steps t0 his

stock interest without John’s cooperation, as John

with David t0 complete the redemption 0f John’s stock
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removal from

was induced

interest.
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Respondent’s seek t0 make light 0f the signiﬁcant client interference that took place when

David and his attorney decided they needed t0 secure control 0f TVM, independent ofthe uncertain
consequence of the

litigation.

Throughout the pendency of the

action,

David (upon the direction

and assistance 0f his attorney, desperately pursued securing control 0f TVM, and engaged these
clandestine meetings With John,

unknown

clearly identiﬁed within the

0f legal services in

list

t0 Daniel

and

When

their counsel

Plaintiffs’

it

Memorandum

was

initiated, yet

for attorney fees,

knowingly and effectively interfering with Defendants’ representation, as further evidenced within
the April 8,

2019

letter

regarding Plaintiff” s discovery responses addressing this client interference

719-723), and Plaintiffs’ attempts t0 take advantage 0f John desperate ﬁnancial needs,

(C1. R. p.

the very effect of

Which violated Michael Roe’s demand

that

was written February

insisting the parties not speak t0 each other (C1. R. p. 720), yet doing just that since

14,

2019,

December

,

2018, and routinely thereafter.

It

came

to

be revealed

that

David had paid John $25,000.00

John’s surrender of his stock interest in

December

19,

2018

(C1. R. p. 631;

632

TVM

ref.

down-payment

as a

for $2.1 Million at their “Christmas

TVM

in

2015 was reported

to

Meeting” 0n

Exhibit “5”; 633, Par.34; 625;, Par. 33; 708-717; 720),

convincing John to accept $2,1 Million for surrender 0f his stock interest in
value of

t0 acquire

be $16,416,589.00

TVM, though the asset

(C1. R. p. 634, Exhibit “9”; 730, Par.

“D”), with the 25 share (1/3rd ownership) worth in excess of $5 Million.

John became induced
his ﬁnancial situation,

t0 take substantially less than half the stock’s true asset value,

and David then paid John another $15,000.00
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in

March

19,

2019

due

t0

(C1. R. p.
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631, Par. 33, 2nd

& 3rd pan;

633, Par.34; 720;) having committed t0 pay the remainder of the $2.1

Million upon execution 0f the transfer documents 0f his 25 shares (C1, R.

and instructing John

ﬁnd t0 submit the
in the list

3rd, 4th

of legal

and

5th

whom

3rd
fees, (C1. R. p. 1335,

entries; 1338, 1“, 2nd

understood John was

David’s counsel (Michael O. Roe) would

contacting

still

and

and

4th

3rd entries;

entries; 1336, 2nd

1339,

and

4th

As

identiﬁed

entries; 1337, 1“, 2nd,

2nd 3rd,
entry; 1340, 1“,

5th

and

5th

entries).

Maureen Cassidy, negotiating the transaction even while Mr. Roe

represented

by counsel 0f record

in this action,

any substitution of counsel was discussed between them and

2019

632; 709-717; 720),

stock transfer documents for John’s signature (C1. R. p. 7 1 0-723).

Roe was

Clearly, Mr.

t0 secure other counsel t0

p.

later

and for a period before

secured and ﬁled 0n July 20,

(C1. R. p.1 140).

The

transaction between

them was ﬁnally signed July

21,

2019

(C1. R. p. 1341,

middle 0f

ﬁrst entry), using counsel unfamiliar With the family history (C1. R. p. 1140-1 141), as Defendants’

counsel

was

familiar

With the

ownership

of IFI

and

TVM,

While

representing

Weitz

members/entities for in excess of three decades (R. p. 632 2nd pan). John was then dismissed from
the case (C1. R. p.

proceedings.

117 1-1 176), leaving Daniel to protect his

own

interest in the

summary

HOW can this not present clear issues 0f material fact as to the remaining Ownership

0f Daniel, when

it

has become patently clear that the allegations in Plaintiffs’ complaint were total

falsehoods, and Plaintiffs never

owned John’s

interest, as

they had falsely alleged, and knowing

Daniel had his interest from the events surrounding the attempt t0 acquire his interest in 2015,
nothing has been presented in this record in the lower court to demonstrate that Daniel has
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surrendered, assigned, 0r transferred his interest t0 David 0r anyone thereafter?

constitute favorable inferences

How does this not

and establish the existence 0f genuine issues 0f material

David’s behavior t0 interfere with Defendants’ representation,

fact?

2nd
(Cl. R. p. 633,

pan;

Exhibit “7”, 718-725; C1. R. p. 1335, 3rd and 4th entries; 1336, 2nd and 4th entries; 1337, 1“, 2nd,
4th

and

5th

entries; 1338, 1“, 2nd

and

3rd entries;

1339,

5th

2nd 3rd,
entry; 1340, 1“,

and

remains undisputed, and was motivated by David’s desire t0 secure control 0f
John’s ﬁnancially destitute situation (C1. R.

p.

5th

3rd,

entries).)

TVM, knowing

7 10-714), as acquiring one brother’s interest, if not

a redemption, gave David the majority control, two-thirds ]2/3] 0fthe only authorized stock issued
in

TVM,

directors

able to diminish Daniel’s interest t0 a minority stockholder, able t0 control the board 0f

and ofﬁcers and shut Daniel

out,

even

if

David was unsuccessful

in the

summary

proceedings.

The 2015/2016 tax
and

returns

that revelation required

conﬁrmed

David

t0

becoming the $2.1 million they came

pay

the net equity 0f

substantially

TVM was in excess 0f $16 million,

more

t0

John to secure his surrender,

to conclude during the litigation in their clandestine efforts,

undertaken to gain control of TVM, as David

knew he could not alter or conceal the one document

he caused to be delivered to Daniel and John Within the August 25, 2015

conﬁrmed

the brothers each

0f stock in

TVM,

owned

that

the only issued shares and certiﬁcates reﬂecting those shares

and David wanted them, one way or another.

The Summary Report was
intact,

Summary Report

from which

that excerpt

distributed t0 Daniel

was taken and placed
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and John, With the

entire

Summary Report

in this appellate record, contained within
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Daniel’s Declaration that

the

TVM issued stock,

conﬁrmed David’s admission

acknowledged by David

David

his purchase offer. leaving

TVM

that Daniel

in 2015,

and John each owned 1/3rd 0f

and When neither brother would accept

to secretly arrange to secure surrender

of John’s

1/3rd interest in

for $2.1 Million, starting shortly after Defendants’ responsive pleadings

November

9,

were ﬁled 0n

2018. This behavior constitutes an inference the brothers held stock in

TVM

after

2015, as David would not be holding secret meetings with John, wanting t0 pay him money, and
then paying John $25,000.00 in December and another $15,000.00 in

payments

t0 secure John’s surrender

of his stock

he already owned John’s and Daniel’s interests in

Knowing David was unable

t0

interest in

TVM!

TVM,

his

ownership interest in

was not experiencing

David thought and believed

it

is

now proposing

in

2018

t0 acquire

that not a signiﬁcant inference that Daniel also held

TVM at the same time? David had not approached Daniel because Daniel

the ﬁnancial destitution that John was, and Daniel

their Father’s assets.

Does

their stock interest in

TVM in 2018

is

down

obtain either brothers’ interest in 2015 With those

David’s despicable behavior with attempting t0

where

as continuing

!!

questionable tactics and efforts he used, knowing that David

John’s agreement t0 surrender his interest,

if

March

the evidence that

this

steal a

Weitz Family

entity

was not

interested in

and the conﬁscation 0f

not present a genuine issue of material fact that both brothers had

and 2019, and when John surrendered his on July 21, 2019,

David had secured the surrender of Daniel’s stock?

When not one word is mentioned at any 0f these decades 0f annual meetings; not one word
about Tavares

at the

meeting 0n March 25, 2013; not one word by David t0 claim the shareholder
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interests

0f the brothers were other that a one-third ownership with each brother, in each 0f the two

Weitz Family
in

2013

TVM;

that

entities;

not one

word from Philip,

he thought any other

interest

in all the years

was needed

from 1987

t0 provide

to the date

0f his death

any ﬁnancial assistance Within

not an any time was Tavares ever in attendance at any annual meetings; not present

meeting 0n March 25, 2013, never issued any certiﬁcate of stock in any Weitz family
Daniel’s other entities, nor

does

it

become

somehow

the

summary

be involved in any 0f David’s other business ventures,

who

disposition without one

act

document

its

to acquire their release

for David’s removal, the secret meetings,

March

through

IFI, the other

the brothers

was

25,

TVM

rej ected in

2015?

entity

until

it

owned by

rej ection,

to

TVM,

the petition

John in July, 2019

self—funded,

to

was provided by and

Weitz family, and exclusively owned by

by 2005.
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for

summary disposition, coupled with the

became

the

at the residence,

their stock interest in

and ﬁnally the $2.1 million paid

from 1987

Weitz family

2013 meeting

and surrender, the brothers’

gain control of TVM; these are the factors that prevent any

of the funding for

it

Appendix “A”, attached hereto and

2015 Summary Report and the admission the brothers has

fact all

now

and the three certiﬁcates of stock (David has possession of the

contents), the annual meetings, the

which David was seeking

how

to demonstrate shares 0r a

0f the corporation, When

these inferences, the Articles of Incorporation (See

book and

nor

never claimed t0 be or identiﬁed t0 Daniel 0r John as

was issued t0 him by an authorized

this reference incorporated)

stock

entity,

acquiring a stockholder interest in any 0f the Weitz family business activities, be

It is

by

t0

a fact that Tavares,

declared t0 be such by a
certiﬁcate

known

at the

PA GE - 28

Why would IFI

expend hundreds of thousands 0f dollars

remain owned by the brothers?

Why

would Daniel,

in 2001,

corporate operation, delivered $750,000.00 in asset value to
the corporate ﬁles

now under the exclusive control 0f David,

hold his interest in

TVM?

residence after the

March

removed from

It is

25,

ﬁnance

When he

TVM if

closed

it

was not

down

his other

TVM as was extensively reﬂected in
if Daniel

did not have and perpetually

2013 meeting, along the many other records and valuable

alive,

t0

these very corporate ﬁles that David Weitz took from the Father’s

the residence and concealed

While Philip was

t0

assets he

from Daniel and John.

Daniel and David each received a monthly salary 0f $2,000.00,

with Daniel’s paid out 0f IFI income and David’s paid out of

TVM

income. There were no

dividends t0 any of the brothers While Philip controlled the ﬁmds.

Daniel never participated in any preparation 0f the tax returns for TVM, just as David never
participated in the preparation of the tax returns for IFI. Daniel never took any

in the

form of a

salary,

and David never received any salary from IFI

There were never any authorized dividends taken from IFI or from
but

it

was

Father’s

later

Nevada

cancer and became

P C

&

incapacitated

S, Inc.,

to

he

left

IFI in 1995.

TVM while Philip was alive,

determined that David was depositing large sums 0f
corporation,

after

money from TVM

TVM

income

into their

an event discovered their Father was diagnosed With

manage

the

complications, allowing David to have access t0 the

TVM

operations

following his

cancer

TVM funds.

Respondent’s counsel elaborates upon the overabundance 0f the supposed “credible”
declarations that

were prepared by counsel

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF

for

David and

his close friends, afﬁliates, personal
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accountant and his close friend and attorney (C1. R. pp. 767- 1100), as creating some factual basis
to

overcome the inferences and genuine

commentary, consisting 0f hearsay, speculation, conjecture, and attacking the

and Daniel

relentlessly, well

Daniel,

who

is

knowing hearsay

credibility

0f John

declarations and opinions and issues of credibility

summary proceedings, render those arguments

are not t0 be addressed in

Such

issues of material fact that exist in this case,

t0

be reserved for

both a party in interest and a continuing participant in

business affairs, had submitted his Declaration in this

summary

all

trial.

of the family

process, (C1. R. pp. 616-728),

addressing in extensive detail the family entities, the stock interests in the family entities and

addressed the pattern of David’s propensities and behavior, Which conduct
reﬂects signiﬁcantly

upon the inferences

to

is

admissible and

be drawn in favor 0f the non-moving party in summary

proceedings.

CONCLUSION
Genuine issues 0f material

fact clearly

signiﬁcant reasonable inferences, precluding
court should be reversed and the matter
court to award attorney fees

below when the only
awarding

basis

on appeal

to

be

tried in this matter, supported

summary judgment, and

remanded

for

by a

the decision of the district

for further proceedings, authorizing the lower

to the prevailing party.

was LC. §12—121,

costs, as Plaintiffs

remain

Which

basis fees

should not have been granted

The lower court erred in awarding fees
were denied. The lower court erred in

summary

disposition

and judgment, and there

remains to be a prevailing party in this controversy.

APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF
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Respectfully submitted this 11th day of June, 2020.

Vernon K. Smith
Vernon K. Smith,
/s/

Attorney for Appellant.

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

0n

this

11th

day 0f June, 2020, pursuant

Electronic Filing and Service, a true and correct copy of the foregoing

BRIEF was

to the

Rules of

APPELLANT’S REPLY

served upon the following:

Michael O. Roe
Givens Pursley,
P.O.

X

E-File/I—Court

LLP

Box 2720

Boise, ID 83701

mor@2ivenspurslev.com

Vernon K. Smith
Vernon K. Smith

/s/

Attorney for Appellant
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TREASMRE VHLLEY MﬂMﬂFRETURIME ﬂ NEEMCLINEiEﬂu

L PETE

T..

CENARRUS-A,

Secretary of State 0f

the- Staﬁe-

0f

IdJaliw,

hereby certify

that.

gnttmi’t’iﬁtahiaazIati’tatmnimimu3;:a:mama“:sum::1:uHemttam:t;:Im:Hag::1tiiiﬂéé’tﬂgétﬁiagtégiiima!tumultEma:1a:amgauaIauagiaamguailiuaimiéuLu:{Bi}::‘él’gll'ﬁ'iilitmIii:tum:Hmat:miantitauaiiuluint;t:HI:a2:Enniikmggt:z’:u_lé’_:_{iém‘i;Hanging”;

duplicate

originalls

amputation, duly

0f Articles 0f Incurpumﬂimn fur the inc-nurpuomtiun

signed]

pursuant

m

the pwvisijons

hem‘m received in this afﬂict and] are ﬂ’uund

A.CCG EDENG-LY

and. buy virtue

llncm‘pmratium and] attach.

harem

a.

0f

1m-

the-

cunfarm.

olf

tcn-

authmity

at?

the

ahuuive-

named

"aliﬁiﬁﬁéiﬁiﬂiE!HiHHHHEIHH?IlliiHIIHHiIIIE!|HEH$1i'l'alﬁi'l'lg'ﬁ'ﬁI1|5H1IE1%IEB!HiIEEiHIEIiHili'IEEEEi'i'l'l'i'liléillilitililﬁitllilliIIiIEIIE|IiHEl!iiﬂlﬂIliliﬂiliiiliilklﬁll[HililIliélililﬁIEliiEli!|Elli¥i|l§|lliilHIi|iliEIiIHEIiiElHilElii¥||i¥iiIHIiIE|ilHHil¥|¥|iIiIE|EHIEIHEiiIHHIEEiEIiIEEIIiIEIiIlillllil

the Idaho Business C'urp-matioln. Act, have-

law.

vested] hm

m: by

duplicate uriginal of the Articles.

onf

ﬂaw,

I ﬁssure.-

this C'ertijfiicate

0f

incorporation.
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TREﬂSHEE‘VMLLEY'HAMUEHETURIMG‘E REEECLIHG Cﬂu
KNOW'ALL MEN'BY THEEEiPREBENTS:
the underaigned, being aitizens 0f the-United

That ma,
States of America,
this

day'

of Idaho,

legal age, hava

tugether far the
undar and.pursuant

dumE$tic cmmpmratiun,

the State

laws 0f

of full

uurselves

assaciated

valuntaxily

purpuse 0f farming'a.
to the

being persuns

and.

and do hereby certifY'as

EGIIGW$:

The mama of thia'cmmpuratian shall

FIEEmt

be Treasure

valley'manufactuxing'& Recycling Emu
The

SEEﬂNmm.

purpusea

fom'which.this carpexatinm is

farmed are a5 fullaws:
A.

corporatiama

TU engage in any'lawful business activity'far which
may'

under'the-

he arganiaed.

laws of the State of

Idahmm
B.

Ta du

necessary, pruwar

and

any

perform.

0r canvenient

matter

act,

0r anything

far'the accumplishmemt af the

purpuse 0f the-curporatiun.
Tﬂlﬂmm.

The pariad of

existence-

and

duratian.

0f tha

life-af this carparation.ahall he perpetual.
EUWRMﬂil

The lacatiun.

regiatered.affice:af the

and.poat.

carporatian.

Articles 0f Incorporation.-

in.

affice-addraas uf the
the:

State:

0f Idahm

1

APPENIHX"AVPG;2

Shall be 2423 South 2nd, Nampa, Idaha, 83651.

The

past

location,

affice

address and name 0f the

registered.agent.af the corporatian.shall be Daniel

M. weitz,

2423 South.2nd, Nampa, Idaho, 33651.
FIFTH:_

class af
stuck.

capital stack.

shares 0f

The tmtal

number af

ta be

designateﬂ as cammun

Shares at said cnrpuratiun.which

autnariaed.ta

this curpmratium shall be
Elam) Shaxea.

is autharized to iaaue ane

This corpuratian.

issue-is

ONE HUNDRED

Said Stock ahall have nu-par value.

SIEEH:_

and.past affice addreases.of each

The names

af the-incurpurators 0f this carparatiun.are a3 fullaws:
l.

Daniel P. weitz
PALEGJE.

64:4

83647

Mhuntain.ﬂame, I&ahu
2.

3.

Jahn.w; weitz
EEGS Wiscunsin
Galdwall, Idaho

83605

David.M4 weitz
PJEJ.

Edam:

3'68

Caldwell, Idaha

33605

The imamrpmratmra hameimabme-named
the

initial

Hoard

0f

shall conatitute

Directuxs 0f the comparation until the

firgt annual mmeting'of sharehulderﬁ, Gr until.their successaxﬁ

be-duly eleated.and qualifiedj
SEMEﬂmﬂ:_

The capital stack.uf the:campmmatiun.snall

he-nmnwassesaable and.the private pruperty
0f

this.

campuratiun.

who

Articles af Incarparatiun.-

Shall

af the:sharehal&era

nut he liable fur the debts,

2

APPENDIX "A"

PG.

3

ahligatians and.liabilities 0f this compuration.

shall he

0f Directcrs

The number

EIGHTH:

of this corporatian

three {3] and.such additional number as the

at least

Directars may'determine from.time ta time by the EybLaws 0f thﬂ
carporatian;

providad,

that the number of Directors

hawever,

Shall always be an odd number.
"

IN WITNESS WHEREUF; Fur

"""

under

carporatian.

the

laws

cunstituting

unﬂeraigned,

puxpmse-

the-

the

0f

forming'thiE

of

State of Idahu, wa, tha

incorporatams

the

of

thia

carparatianw have executed these Articles 0f Incomparatian thia

jag? day 0f January,

19-87

.

I IIG'G-rpﬂlr'atﬂ'rs

STATE DE IDAHG

l

ﬁgs.

Gaunty 0f camyun
.

0n.thls
_

l

ﬂ

cj$"

day'af

_

.

Januaryﬂ 1937,

I

undatsigmaﬂ,

a.

appeared.mﬂMIEL|

before me, the

Natary'Puhlic in.and.far said.Stat31 persunally
JOHN'W;

P. WHITE,

WEITE

anﬂ.

DAVID M; WEITEw

known.tu-me tuuhe-the persums whuae names are subscribed ta the

within.imstrumemt.amd acknawladged ta me that they executad.the
Articles 0f Incarpmmatium

w

3
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same.
IN‘

WITNESS

WHEREDF;

I

have hereunto set my hanﬁ and

affixed.my afficial seal, the-day'and year

in thig certificate

firat abave written.
ff
'ﬂwam-ML;
.1ng
ry: Idaha
Reaiding'am.ﬂalﬁwell, Idaho_
my Cammissium Eﬂpires: ﬂvﬁtff
1

Articlea af Incorparatiun.- 4
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